Grammar test – Adjectives: Answer Sheet

1. Choose the correct sentence!
Read the sentences and underline the correct one.

1. **b.** Look at that big, red bus!

2. **c.** Do you like my new boots?

3. **a.** He's got a cute, brown hamster

4. **c.** Can I have the small, orange sweets please?

5. **a.** Their house hasn’t got a blue door. It’s got a green one.

2. Find the mistake!
Find the mistake, underline it and write the correct sentence.

a. I’ve got some **red, new** shoes. I’ve got some **new, red** shoes.

b. **Where’s my old and blue** T-shirt? Where’s my **old, blue** T-shirt?

c. I saw some **bigs** spiders. I saw some **big** spiders.

d. She’s got a **car red**. She’s got a **red car**.

e. I want the **purple, small** crayon please. I want the **small, purple** crayon please.